Prostate cancer (PC) is the most common noncutaneous cancer in men, and epidemiological studies suggest that about 40% of PC risk is heritable. Linkage analyses in hereditary PC families have identified multiple putative loci. However, until recently, identification of specific risk alleles has proven elusive. Cooney et al used linkage mapping and segregation analysis to identify a putative risk locus on chromosome 17q21-22. In search of causative variant(s) in genes from the candidate region, a novel, potentially deleterious G84E substitution in homeobox transcription factor gene HOXB13 was observed in multiple hereditary PC families. In follow-up testing, the G84E allele was enriched in cases, especially those with an early diagnosis or positive family history of disease. This finding was replicated by others, confirming HOXB13 as a PC risk gene. The HOXB13 protein plays diverse biological roles in embryonic development and terminally differentiated tissue. In tumor cell lines, HOXB13 participates in a number of biological functions, including coactivation and localization of the androgen receptor and FOXA1. However, no consensus role has emerged and many questions remain. All HOXB13 variants with a proposed role in PC risk are predicted to damage the protein and lie in domains that are highly conserved across species. The G84E variant has the strongest epidemiological support and lies in a highly conserved MEIS protein-binding domain, which binds cofactors required for activation. On the basis of epidemiological and biological data, the G84E variant likely modulates the interaction between the HOXB13 protein and the androgen receptor, as well as affecting FOXA1-mediated transcriptional programming. However, further studies of the mutated protein are required to clarify the mechanisms by which this translates into PC risk.
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Introduction

Prostate cancer (PC) is the most common noncutaneous cancer in men in the Western world, with about 240,000 new cases diagnosed in 2011. Twin studies, segregation analysis, and linkage of high-risk or hereditary families all suggest that there are hereditary components to the disease. However, replication of linkage results has proven difficult, and few high-risk alleles have been conclusively identified. Genome-wide association studies have identified more than 75 common alleles that are also associated with increased PC risk, and although many of these have been validated, each is predicted to make a small contribution to disease risk. Finally, family-based association studies have contributed additional validated loci.

Despite this enormous amount of work, the greatest challenge remains: how can we accurately and efficiently identify the subset of men who will go on to die of...
metastatic disease versus those with slow-growing indolent PC? While a variety of approaches have been tested, including linkage analysis of high-risk families using various measures of aggressiveness as the phenotype and scans based on Gleason grade among family members, few replicated loci have been identified.

Thus, much current research in the field is focused on 1) identifying genetic factors that predispose to any level of disease risk; 2) understanding the tumor biology and genetic factors that contribute to tumor aggressiveness and metastatic progression; and 3) identifying a panel of genetic markers that predict aggressive forms of PC. In 2012, significant progress was made on all of these questions with the discovery of mutations in homeobox transcription factor gene HOXB13 that were associated with both familial and population-based risk. We summarize the state of the field with regard to HOXB13 in the following review.

**Initial findings**

HOXB13 was identified as a risk factor for PC following a series of studies led by Ewing et al. These investigators followed up on their initial findings of linkage in high-risk families at chromosome 17q21-22, 23. The initial linkage peak was identified in a scan of 175 hereditary pedigrees and was replicated by the International Consortium for Prostate Cancer Genetics, a large collaborative group with more than 2,000 hereditary PC families. Fine mapping of the region narrowed the focus to chromosome 17q21-22, a region with more than 200 genes in the minimal recombination region. With this smaller region identified, the group evaluated the coding sequence of 202 candidate genes in search of potential PC susceptibility alleles or genes. Targeted sequencing of the youngest cases in families with evidence of linkage focused attention on the HOXB13 gene, as four of the sequenced families harbored a novel (G84E) substitution that was predicted to be deleterious. In follow-up genotyping, all 18 cases in these four families were observed to carry the mutation. Analysis of a population of 5,083 unrelated individuals with PC suggested a frequency of about 1.4%, compared to 0.1% in 1,401 healthy male controls from the general population. The carrier rate was highest in younger cases who reported a family history of PC (3.1%). Thus, cases from the general population, as well as cases from families with history of PC, were significantly enriched for the G84E variant, with all \( P<0.001 \). Interestingly, while the G84E mutation appeared to be the most common risk variant in this initial study, two additional variants, R229G and G216C, were found in African American families.

Three individuals in one family segregated a c.685 C>G transversion, which encodes the R229G variant at a highly conserved position. Additional rare variants were found in other families, but G84E was most frequent and most strongly implicated in PC.

**HOXB13 findings replicated**

The strength of the epidemiological findings and intriguing biological role of HOXB13 generated great interest among PC researchers. Many groups who were underwhelmed by earlier reports of PC candidate risk genes mobilized to replicate these findings. The story was compelling for several reasons. First, the chromosome 17 region that harbors the gene was initially selected for intense study because multiple studies of high-risk PC families had already uncovered evidence for genetic linkage at the locus. Second, in the data presented by Ewing et al, multiple large families faithfully segregated the same mutation, which strengthened the result. The finding was upheld in multiple subsequent studies, and several are described below, as well as in Table 1.

Stott-Miller et al reported results from a population-based, case–control study of men in western Washington State, where they observed the G84E mutation in 1.3% of cases versus 0.4% of controls, which represents a 3.3-fold higher relative risk in carriers versus noncarriers. The initial finding of a stronger association in the setting of positive family history was also replicated. Furthermore, risk estimates for the variant were also higher among men with higher versus lower Gleason score at diagnosis (odds ratio [OR] =4.13, 95% confidence interval [CI] =1.38–12.38 versus OR =2.71, 95% CI =0.88–8.30) and advanced versus prostate-confined disease. While these differences were not statistically significant, they may suggest that HOXB13 G84E is a marker for disease aggressiveness. The same year, Witte et al evaluated two cohorts, a family-based study of brothers and a case–control study of 2,665 men with more aggressive disease. In their study, the mutation was detected in 1.47% of cases, in stark contrast with 0.34% among unaffected brothers in the family-based analysis, and there was a complete absence of the variant in controls from the case–control arm. Again, the mutation was more common among men with early-onset disease or a positive family history.

Not surprisingly, given the association with family history, the result has also replicated in family studies. One of the first such studies was an examination of familial PC from Vanderbilt University. These investigators genotyped 930 controls without a personal or family history of PC and 928 familial cases, and observed the mutation in 16 of...
Table 1  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Study design</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Number of subjects</th>
<th>Case carrier frequency</th>
<th>Risk estimate</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>P-value</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ewing et al&lt;sup&gt;16&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Population-based case–control</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>6,484</td>
<td>1.40%</td>
<td>OR =20.1</td>
<td>3.5–803.3</td>
<td>&lt;.0001</td>
<td>Association with family history, early diagnosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stott-Miller et al&lt;sup&gt;23&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Population-based case–control</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>2,569</td>
<td>1.30%</td>
<td>RR =3.3</td>
<td>1.2–9.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>Association with family history</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lin et al&lt;sup&gt;30&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Population-based case–control</td>
<td>People’s Republic of China</td>
<td>2,111</td>
<td>0.35%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.027</td>
<td>G84E allele not observed; alternate risk variant proposed for Chinese population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karlsson et al&lt;sup&gt;28&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Population-based case–control</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>9,696</td>
<td>4.30%–4.60%</td>
<td>RR =3.4</td>
<td>2.2–5.4</td>
<td>&lt;.0001</td>
<td>Control population had a carrier rate of 1.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Witte&lt;sup&gt;36&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Aggressive disease case–control</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>1,540</td>
<td>0.81%</td>
<td>OR =4.8&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>Association with early diagnosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ewing&lt;sup&gt;36&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Family-based case–control</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>1,486</td>
<td>4.70%</td>
<td>OR =68.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.0001</td>
<td>Association with early diagnosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Witte&lt;sup&gt;36&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Family-based case–control</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>1,134</td>
<td>1.89%</td>
<td>OR =4.8&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>Association with family history</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breyer et al&lt;sup&gt;35&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Family-based case–control</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>1,858</td>
<td>1.90%</td>
<td>OR =7.9</td>
<td>1.8–34.5</td>
<td>0.0062</td>
<td>51% of cases from carrier families harbored risk allele</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xu&lt;sup&gt;46&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Family-based case–control</td>
<td>Multiple</td>
<td>2,443 families</td>
<td>4.60% of families</td>
<td>OR =4.4</td>
<td>2.6–7.5</td>
<td>&lt;.0001</td>
<td>G84E variant has low utility at time of diagnostic biopsy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schroock et al&lt;sup&gt;49&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Biopsied subjects cohort</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>948</td>
<td>0.42%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Allele detected only in Caucasians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chen et al&lt;sup&gt;50&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Cohort</td>
<td>Multiple</td>
<td>3,508</td>
<td>0.99%</td>
<td>RR =2.5</td>
<td>1.5–4.1</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>Estimated penetrance of 60% by age 80 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacLennan&lt;sup&gt;47&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Population-based families</td>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>1,384</td>
<td>1.40%</td>
<td>RR =16.4</td>
<td>2.5–107.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *OR for both sibling and case–control arms.

Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; OR, odds ratio; RR, relative risk.

The familial cases versus only two controls (OR =7.9, 95% CI =1.8–34.5). The carrier rate was 1.9% in all probands, but it went up 30% in cases who had ≥3 affected family members.<sup>45</sup>

The primary result was also confirmed in the much larger International Consortium for Prostate Cancer Genetics study in which investigators genotyped the G84E variant and 14 other single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in 2,443 families.<sup>46</sup> They showed that at least one mutation carrier was present in 112 families (4.6%) and that within the carrier families, the G84E variant was more common among men with disease than among those without. The mutation was in the same haplotype in the majority (95%) of carriers, strongly suggesting a founder effect. Overall, these findings suggest that nearly 5% of cases from high-risk families carry the G84E mutation.

Several reports have addressed penetrance of the allele in addition to risk. An Australian study found that 19 of 1,384 probands (1.4%) carried the G84E mutation. Six of those men had a family history of PC. The age-specific incidence for carriers in Australia was estimated to be 16.4-fold higher (95% CI =2.5–107.2) than expected levels based on birth year. This study also estimated birth year-specific cumulative risk for carriers and found that penetrance was 60% by age 80, which is higher than other estimates.<sup>47</sup> By comparison, Karlsson et al<sup>28</sup> examined 5,003 cases and 4,693 controls from Sweden and showed that the G84E mutation was present in 1.3% of population controls and 4.6% of cases, providing a strong association with PC risk (OR =3.4, 95% CI =2.2–5.4). Again, the strongest associations were for those with early-onset disease or a positive family history. Among cases aged 35–55 years, the carrier frequency was 10.3% (OR =8.6, 95% CI =5.1–14.0). In this situation, the investigators estimated the collective risk of G84E carriers to be 33% by 80 years of age, compared to the 12% risk that was observed in this population among noncarriers.<sup>48</sup>

The carrier frequency for men undergoing diagnostic biopsy is much lower than that reported in case–control or PC family-based studies. For instance, Schroock et al<sup>49</sup> observed that among 938 biopsied men, the prevalence of the G84E mutation was 0.42%. Three of the four carriers had PC. None of 301 men with a positive family history and one of 226 men...
diagnosed before age 55 were carriers, yielding an overall prevalence of 0.44% and raising questions about the utility of clinical testing for this variant in this setting.

**HOX B13 within and across populations**

It is clear that the frequency of the G84E allele varies significantly between populations. In a multinational study of 2,508 subjects from the REDUCE (Reduction by Dutasteride of Prostate Cancer Events) trial, the authors reported that the G84E mutation frequency was 1.06% in biopsy-negative men from Northern Europe, followed by 0.60% and 0.31% in Europe and North America, respectively. No carriers were observed among populations from a variety of other regions, including southern and eastern Europe, South Africa, Latin America, and Australia. In Caucasians alone, the mutation frequency was 0.99% in biopsy-positive men versus 0.24% in controls. All mutation carriers had a common haplotype that was once again indicative of a founder effect.

Because the G84E risk allele is entirely absent in some populations, some have suggested that other variants may confer risk. Several candidate alleles have been identified in addition to those found in African American families in the initial report by Ewing et al. For instance, Lin and colleagues studied a cohort of Chinese men and reported that the G84E mutation was not found in their study population. However, a G135E mutation was found twice in 575 cases but not in any of 1,536 controls, a significant difference ($P=0.027$). However, further epidemiological evidence is required to establish a role for these variants.

A consensus is emerging that *HOXB13* is a critical player in PC risk. But the mutation is generally rare in most populations. The gene may be more relevant for northern European populations, as well as in individuals with strong family history or early disease onset. Though the gene’s epidemiological role is becoming clearer, the mechanism by which the G84E allele confers risk remains a crucial question.

**The homeobox gene family**

*HOXB13* is a member of the homeobox (HOX) gene family, which is a large group of clustered, paralogous transcription factors that are crucial for embryonic development along the anterior–posterior axis. HOX genes are defined by a characteristic 180-base sequence called the homeobox, which encodes a helix–turn–helix protein motif that mediates binding to enhancer DNA sequences. HOX genes are further distinguished by collinearity, an incompletely understood phenomenon in which genes in an HOX cluster are sequentially expressed along the anteroposterior axis, ie, upstream genes are expressed in anterior segments, and downstream genes are expressed in posterior segments (see Figure 1).

**Function of HOX genes**

*HOX* genes play many roles in both embryonic development and differentiated tissues. Much of this functional diversity is explained by the large size of the *HOX* gene family, tightly regulated spatial and temporal expression patterns, and slight

---

**Figure 1** The genomic architecture of HOX genes and schematic of gene expression in embryonic development.

**Notes:** (A) Humans have four clusters of HOX genes on different chromosomes, labeled Cluster A through Cluster D. Each cluster comprises a variable subset of the 13 homology-based HOX gene subtypes. The relative order of the subtypes is preserved across clusters. This conserved ordering is attributed to the genomic duplication-based mechanism by which the clusters arose. (B) During embryonic development, HOX genes are expressed sequentially in partially overlapping zones along the anterior-posterior axis, a phenomenon called collinearity. Accordingly, HOX13 paralogs, including HOXB13, are expressed in posterior regions of the embryo and direct development of the spinal cord, digestive tract, and urogenital system.

**Abbreviation:** HOX, homeobox gene.
variations in homeodomain sequences that result in specificity for different enhancer DNA sequences. The number of HOX genes, as well as the number of HOX gene clusters, varies widely across phyla. Genomic amplification and evolutionary divergence have yielded paralogous HOX gene homology subtypes that are defined by sequence similarity of the homeobox sequence. In addition, larger genomic events have led to amplification of entire HOX gene clusters, whereas subsequent losses have resulted in clusters that contain only a subset of the homology subtypes. Together, the increase in number of genes and clusters allows HOX genes to play many diverse roles. In spite of this variability, the fundamental mechanism of HOX-mediated anterior–posterior patterning is highly conserved across species, which manifests in vertebrates as typical clustered genomic architecture and collinear pattern of expression, but most importantly as extensive coding sequence homology, especially of the characteristic homeobox domain.

Organism of human HOX genes
Like all tetrapods, humans have four HOX clusters, labeled A–D. Each cluster consists of 9–11 genes that are a subset of the 13 HOX subtypes (Figure 1A). All four clusters have a HOX13 paralog, and these genes are the furthest downstream constituents of each cluster. As predicted by the collinearity principle of HOX genes, HOX13 paralogs are expressed in the most posterior segments of the developing embryo. In 1996, Zeltser et al identified a novel gene about 70 kb downstream of the other known HOXB cluster constituents on chromosome 17. Due to high homeodomain sequence identity with HOX13 paralogs A, C, and D, it was dubbed HOXB13. In accordance with the principle of collinearity, this downstream position yields HOXB13 expression in posterior structures, where it plays a role in the development of the spinal cord, digestive tract, and urogenital system, including the prostate.

Role of HOXB13
Early studies in mice clarified the role of HOXB13 in normal development and tissue function. Sreenath, et al used Northern blotting and in situ hybridization to confirm that murine HOXB13 is expressed during posterior segment development. By sampling these tissues at multiple developmental time points, they found that the HOXB13 transcript appears early in posterior organogenesis, and that expression persists into adulthood in distal colon tissues, as well as in an androgen-independent manner in all four lobes of the murine prostate. Murine knockout studies conducted by Economides and Capechi demonstrated that the HOX13 paralogs HOXB13 and HOXD13 apparently cooperate in normal prostate development, as double-knockout mice had malformed ducts with severe truncations and branching defects. However, mice homozygous for homeobox domain-damaging mutations in HOXB13 exhibited multiple structural and functional defects of the secretory cells in the murine ventral prostate, suggesting that HOXB13 is the crucial mediator of terminal differentiation in these cells. Examination of seminal fluid from knockout mice showed no evidence of characteristic ventral prostate secretory proteins such as the kazal-type protease inhibitor p12 or the spermine binding protein p25. Furthermore, histopathological examination of the ducts revealed cuboid rather than the normal columnar epithelial cell morphology, accompanied by loss of polarity evidenced by CD44 expression; both of these features are consistent with precancerous and neoplastic lesions.

Additional explorations have built on these basic clues about the gene’s biological role, and mounting evidence suggests that the gene might play a complex-but-plausible role in the carcinogenesis of prostate tumors. The earliest studies focused on the role of HOXB13 in growth regulation via androgen receptor (AR) signaling or cell cycle regulation, but more-recent studies have highlighted many additional roles in PC oncogenesis. However, the picture remains clouded by incongruous results.

HOXB13 and prostate cancer
Overexpression and knockdown studies in PC cell lines have suggested that HOXB13 functions in both normal adult tissue and prostate cancer through the AR, but conflicting findings make it difficult to dissect its physiological role. Jung et al showed that HOXB13 was expressed only in cells that also expressed the AR. In their experiments, overexpression of the gene inhibited growth of PC cell lines, which was associated with a dose-dependent disruption of stimulatory AR signaling, as assayed by expression of downstream reporter genes. In contrast, Norris et al found that HOXB13 knockdown via RNA interference inhibited prostate cell-line growth. Under HOXB13 knockdown conditions, they observed repressed transcription of some androgen-regulated genes, but found that HOXB13 acted as an obligate coactivator for expression of others by modulating recruitment of AR and other coregulators to target sequences. These authors used a yeast two-hybrid assay and fluorescence resonance energy transfer to confirm that the homeodomain of HOXB13 physically interacts with the AR. Intriguingly, Kim et al observed that in the setting of AR expression, the HOXB13
transcript repressed the cell cycle, whereas HOXB13 exerted a stimulatory effect on the cell cycle when AR was absent. Indeed, in AR-negative cells, increased HOXB13 expression promoted growth via inhibition of the tumor suppressor p21 and resultant activation of RB-E2F signaling. The authors speculated that this role for HOXB13 may help explain persistent growth of androgen-independent tumors. These findings may also shed light on the conflicting results of expression studies. One possibility is that heterogeneity between PC cell lines results in context-specific response to HOXB13 perturbations, as noted in the presence versus absence of the AR.

In addition, HOXB13, like other HOX genes in other tissues, has been linked to cell-cycle regulation pathways that are important in PC. Jung et al found that overexpressed HOXB13 inhibited the transcription factor T-cell factor 4. Removal of this pro-cell division signal induced arrested growth at the G1 phase due to suppressed expression of the key cell-cycle regulators cyclin D1 and c-myc. Building on these results, Hamid et al explored the effects of HOXB13 overexpression and knockdown on the cell cycle. They also noted overexpression-induced arrest at the G1 phase and associated ubiquitination and degradation of cyclin D1, as well as decreased activation of the stimulatory RB protein. In contrast, knockdown resulted in upregulation of cyclins, increased activation of RB, and more-rapid cell growth.

HOXB13 has been tied to PC biology in several other ways. McMullin et al, for example, showed that the expression of HOXB13 itself is regulated by FOXA1, a transcription factor with prostate-specific effects on expression that has been tied to many aspects of prostate biology and tumor development. The gene has also been linked to PC risk loci identified in genome-wide association studies. For instance, Huang and Cai recently found that the risk allele for rs339331 at chromosome 6q22 enhances the binding of HOXB13, AR, and FOXA1 to the promoter for the RFX6 gene, which stimulates tumor progression and aggressiveness. Since HOXB13 plays many roles in adult prostate tumors, it is likely that it interacts with additional risk loci. It is furthermore probable that the HOXB13 G84E risk allele modulates these interactions, although these effects have not yet been rigorously investigated.

Epigenetic modifications that alter HOXB13 expression may also be important in PC. In AR-negative tumor cell lines, Ren et al found that histone modifications prevented expression of HOXB13. In these cells, transcription factor YY1 recruited the suppressive histone deacetylase HDAC4 to the HOXB13 promoter. However, administration of the histone deacetylase inhibitor sodium butyrate suppressed repressive histone modifications and resulted in a dramatic increase in HOXB13 and concomitant inhibition of cell proliferation. Liu et al noted a similar effect in which all-trans retinoic acid increased HOXB13 expression and decreased cell growth via histone methylation modifications mediated by EZH2 and DNMT3b.

HOXB13 may be involved in castration resistance and metastasis of PC, as well. In another study of androgen-independent prostate cell lines, the gene potently stimulated tumor invasion and metastasis by decreasing intracellular zinc concentrations, and resulted in increased nuclear factor-κB signaling.

Due to these many roles in prostate tumor biology, HOXB13 expression has been suggested as a biomarker for PC diagnosis or detection of recurrence. In microarray studies, Edwards et al found that the gene is ubiquitously expressed in the human prostate but significantly overexpressed in prostate tumor tissue versus normal prostate and noncancerous samples from other lineages. This differential expression was confirmed via reverse-transcription polymerase chain reaction in 37 primary prostate tumor specimens versus 16 adjacent normal samples plus four subjects without evidence of malignancy. Kim and colleagues also detected overexpression, but only in castration-resistant tumors. In an explicit evaluation of HOXB13 as a PC biomarker in 57 human PC tumors, Jeong et al saw a positive correlation between expression and Gleason grade, as well as with preoperative prostate-specific antigen measurements. Furthermore, four subjects with tumors refractory to androgen deprivation had very high expression of the gene. All of these results have led to speculation that HOXB13 or other related markers might have utility in screening or diagnostic testing.

**HOXB13 in other tumors**

Reports of HOXB13 function in malignancies of other tissues are similarly contradictory. Because expression of the gene is maintained in the adult distal colon, it is perhaps unsurprising that the gene has been implicated in colon cancer. In colorectal cell lines, HOXB13 expression seems to inhibit growth by some of the same mechanisms observed in prostate tumors, namely suppression of TCF4 and c-myc expression. The gene may similarly act as a tumor suppressor in renal cell carcinoma. However, although the gene has been investigated in tumors of the endometrium, ovaries, cervix, and breast, its role in these malignancies is less clear. In breast cancer cell lines, for example, Ma et al noted that
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ectopic expression of HOXB13 promoted tumor cell motility and invasion. Furthermore, the ratio of HOXB13:IL17BR expression predicted clinical response to tamoxifen, and a subsequent study found that HOXB13 causes tamoxifen resistance via modulation of ERα and IL-6 expression.74–76

The role of HOXB13 G84E in prostate cancer risk
The HOXB13 G84E variant, as well as other, rarer potential risk alleles in the gene, are computationally predicted to impair the structure or function of the encoded protein. The variants fall in domains that are highly conserved across species.36 The G84E variant lies in a domain that binds MEIS proteins, which are critical coactivators of HOX gene binding that modulate target specificity and downstream expression.77 Other, less-proven potential risk alleles, including two found only in patients of African descent, lie in the highly conserved homeobox domain.36

It is difficult to fully assess the mechanistic underpinnings of PC risk variants in HOXB13, because it is not even certain whether the gene acts as a tumor suppressor or oncogene. These contradictory results may be attributable to context-specific roles for HOXB13, including the polar opposite effects of HOXB13 on the cell cycle in the presence versus the absence of the AR, as noted by Kim et al.39

The original report on G84E noted the conflicts in the literature and suggested that the variant may induce a gain of function, since both inherited and acquired truncating mutations are absent.36 However, inherited truncating mutations may not be evolutionarily tolerated due to the critical role of HOXB13 in embryonic development. Furthermore, some other cancer risk genes, including BRCA1, are not commonly somatically mutated.

It is clear that the HOXB13 gene plays a complex and crucial role in many pathways implicated in PC oncogenesis, progression, and metastasis. HOXB13 is preferentially recruited to the risk allele of an established PC-associated SNP, enhancing expression of RFX6, which is a driver of prostate cancer cell migration and a predictor of disease progression.53 To better understand the role of the gene in PC risk, future research must clarify its role in normal prostate tissue, as well as AR-positive and AR-negative cancer cell lines. Only then will we be able to piece together the gene’s wide-ranging roles in androgen receptor signaling, cell-cycle regulation, and castration-resistant disease. Finally, studies of HOXB13 function in cell lines with and without the G84E variant will enhance our understanding of PC oncogenesis and progression.
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